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Student 1 Commentary 
 
Question 1 
 
The student gives four (correct) examples of vegetables and is, therefore, awarded a full 2 marks. 
 
Communication - 2 marks 
 
Question 2(a) 
 
Content – 13 
 
The student’s response is fully relevant and fairly well developed. The answer is detailed and a good 
deal of information is conveyed. It has a well organised structure and the student’s points of view are 
well expressed. 
 
The student starts with an opinion about whether young people today are fit and healthy (Cieszę się, 
że jesteś aktywny i lubisz sport - wiele osób woli jeść czipsy i oglądać telewizję). She then gives 
details about what she does to keep fit, what activities she participates in and how often she does 
them. She also writes about the importance of a healthy diet, briefly mentions the diet she follows and 
gives some practical advice on the type of food one should eat in order to stay healthy (Uważam, że 
domowe jedzenie jest najzdrowsze i najkorzystniejsze dla naszego organizmu). 
 
The student expresses and explains ideas and points of view, for example:  Moja rada to jeżeli chcesz 
być w dobrej kondycji to staraj się unikać takiego jedzenia; …jednakże rozumiem, że czasami nie ma 
na to czasu, gdyż jesteśmy zabiegani. 
 
Range of Language – 5 
 
There is a wide variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. The student handles more complex 
sentences with confidence. There is a good use of connectives (że, ale, które, jednakże, gdyż) and 
verb tenses (past, present and future) are used successfully. 
 
Accuracy – 5 
 
Verbs and tense formations are secure (jeżdżę – present, nauczyła – past, będzie pyszna – future). 
There are some spelling and punctuation mistakes, but they are mostly of a minor nature and do not 
affect communication. 
 
Question 3(b) 
 
Content – 13 
 
The student’s response is fully relevant and very well developed. The answer is detailed and contains 
a good deal of information. It also has a well organised structure and the student’s ideas and points of 
view are well expressed. 
 
The student starts with an opinion (and justification) about whether she agrees with Julian’s concerns: 
Julianie, rozumiem Twój niepokój, na ziemi jest coraz mniej natury – zastepują ją ośrodki rozrywkowe i 
różne nowe sklepy. She then mentions the types of transport she uses and explains her choice by 
saying: ‘po mieście poruszam się autobusem, ponieważ powoduje on tyle samo zanieczyszczeń co 
samochód osobowy, a korzysta z niego znacznie więcej osób’. The student shares her views on the 



role of green spaces, whether they have changed over the years, and how: ‘Kiedyś tak nie było, ludzie 
miło spędzali czas na dworzu a z biegiem lat zaczęli w wolnym czasie korzystać najbardziej z 
komputera lub telewizora’. In the final two paragraphs, the student expresses her positive views on 
shopping centres and says that in the future she would like to move and live in the village. She is 
looking forward to living closer to nature, but is aware that trips to town will be unavoidable. 
 
The ideas and points of view are well expressed and well developed, and so the mark of 13 is 
awarded. 
 
Range of Language – 5 
 
A variety of vocabulary and structures is used. Past, present and future time frames have been used 
correctly (poruszam się, idę, spędzali, zaczęli, będę mieszkać). 
 
Accuracy – 5 
 
Verbs and tense formations are secure. There are some spelling and punctuation mistakes, but they 
are of a minor nature and do not affect communication. 
 
 
 
Total marks: 48/50 
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Student 2 Commentary 
 
Question 1 
 
The student gives four (correct) examples of vegetables and is therefore awarded a full 2 marks.  
 
Communication - 2 marks 
 
Question 2(a) 
 
Content – 10 
 
The student’s response is mostly relevant. Each paragraph deals with an element of a healthy lifestyle 
and a good deal of information is conveyed. However, the response does not quite reach the top band 
standard since there is some loss of clarity and while some ideas and points of view are well 
expressed, others are less so.  
 
The student begins with an opinion about the importance of sport in our life: ‘ponieważ to jest bardzo 
dobre dla twego zdrowia, no i przez to mogę coś robić gdy mam wolny czas.’ The student expresses 
her sadness about the fact that so many young people do not like sport, and goes on to say that this is 
the main reason behind growing obesity among young people. Finally, the student gives us her 
opinion on the importance of cooking skills: ‘ja po prostu kocham gotować (…) I wydaje mi się, że 
gdyby więcej ludzi umiało gotować to by nie chodzili do Macdonalds’. 
 
Although opinions and views are expressed, the response does not quite reach the top band level. 
 
Range of Language – 5 
 
There is a reasonably wide range of vocabulary, which is almost always appropriate and there are 
some examples of more complex sentences, which are handled with confidence. The main tense used 
is the present tense but the conditional and past/future tenses are also used successfully (zapytałeś - 
past, odpowiem - future, gdyby umiało - conditional). 
 
Accuracy – 5 
 
The response is largely accurate, though there are occasional spelling (poniewarz) and punctuation 
errors. Verbs and tense formations are secure, and so top band marks have been awarded. 
 
Question 3(b) 
 
Content – 12 
 
The student’s response is mostly relevant. Two paragraphs deal with changes to the environment in 
the student’s home town and a great deal of information is conveyed. However, the response does not 
quite reach the top band standard since some parts require more clarity. 
 
The student begins with an opinion about the changes to our environment. She fears that in two or 
three year’s time, the majority of green spaces will disappear for good and that this will affect our 
health and security: ‘gdy jest tam bardzo dużo ruchomego transportu, tak jak autobusy, samochody, 
tramwaje, pociągi, itp. To wtedy jest naprawdę strasznie niebezpiecznie. To może nawet grozić 
naszemu życiu’. 



Although opinions and views are well expressed, this answer does not quite reach the level of the top 
band. 
 
Range of Language – 4 
 
A good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures is used. Present and past time frames are 
used with confidence (przeprowadziłam - past, lubię - present). There are attempts at a future tense 
but these are not always successful. 
 
Accuracy – 5 
 
The response is largely accurate. There are some spelling and punctuation mistakes but they do not 
affect communication and the intended meaning is clear. 
 
 
 
Total marks: 43/50 
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Student 3 Commentary 
 
Question 1 
 
The student gives four (correct) examples of vegetables and is, therefore, awarded a full 2 marks. 
 
Communication - 2 marks 
 
Question 2(a) 
 
Content – 9 
 
The response is generally relevant and quite a lot of information is clearly conveyed. Ideas are 
sometimes developed and there are some points of view, which are also explained, eg ‘taekwondo(…) 
bardzo mi się podoba, ponieważ nauczyłam się dużo ciekawych rzeczy jak naprzykład się mam 
obronić kiedy cię ktoś zaatakuje’, ‘dlatego myślę że trzeba dbać o dietę nie jeść za dużo czekolady i 
innych słodyczy.’ In order to be awarded more marks, however, the ideas should have been 
developed further.  
 
The student begins by saying that he loves sports activities and explains that he goes to Taekwondo 
training sessions four times a week. This is followed by a brief description of the benefits of playing 
sports. He says that diet does play a huge part in determining whether or not we are fit and offers 
practical advice about avoiding chocolate and other sweets. Finally, the student writes about the 
importance of cooking skills, his fondness for cooking and gives reasons as to why these skills can be 
useful, eg ‘też uwielbiam gotować, bardzo mi się moje umiejętności kulinarne przydają, ponieważ 
mogę sobie gotować zdrowe i dobre potrawy’. 
 
Had the response been more developed it would have been awarded a mark in the 10–12 range. 
However, this piece fits the descriptor for ‘Sufficient’. 
 
Range of Language – 3 
 
There is some variety of vocabulary and structure, including attempts at longer sentences, which are 
not always successful. The use of linking words is not always correct, the language is quite simple and 
the structure could be improved. For these reasons a mark of 3 is awarded. 
 
Accuracy – 4 
 
There are spelling and punctuation errors (czeba, niemogą, zadużo), but the piece is generally 
accurate. Verb and tense formations are usually correct. A mark of 4 is, therefore, awarded.  
 
Question 3(b) 
 
Content – 9 
 
The response is generally relevant. A fair amount of information is clearly conveyed and there are 
some points of view, which are sometimes explained, eg ‘W mieście jest fajnie miaszkać, ponieważ 
jest blisko sklepów i szkoły. (…) bo to są moje ulubione miejsca na spędz(anie) wolnego czasu’. 
The student begins by saying that the area where they live is changing in a similar way to Julian’s. 
They also use to cycle in the area which was recently developed into a parking area. Then they 
describe the advantages and disadvantages of living in a town or a village, but some of the statements 
and ideas are rather unclear.  
 



It should be pointed out that the student does not follow all of the suggested points, which would have 
helped, both in terms of content and structure. 
 
Range of Language – 4 
 
A good variety of vocabulary and structures is used. There is evidence of the student’s ability to use 
appropriate linking words (ponieważ, które, więc) and tense formations (postawią, mieszkali, są). 
However, the student also uses some colloquialisms, which are best avoided in the written language. 
 
Accuracy – 4 
 
There are spelling and punctuation errors (poniewarz, takrze, niebędą, dojerzdzać), but the response 
is generally accurate. Verb and tense formations are mostly correct. 
 
 
 
Total marks: 35/50 
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Student 4 Commentary 
 
Question 1 
 
The student gives four (correct) examples of vegetables and is therefore awarded a full 2 marks.  
 
Communication - 2 marks 
 
Question 2(a) 
 
Content – 7 
 
The response is generally relevant and a fair amount of information is conveyed. The piece would 
benefit from a better structure which would make it clearer. 
 
The student begins by saying that he plays football on a regular basis and is trying to eat healthy food. 
He also does some cooking and particularly likes to make salads and soups. He mentions the sports 
he plays and the student describes healthy foods. Finally, the student gives an opinion on whether 
cooking skills can be useful and says that he never misses breakfast as it is the most important meal 
of the day: ‘Jem zawsze śniadanie, bo to najważniejszy posiłek dnia jem także obiad i kolację ale nie 
zawsze.’  
 
The student expresses points of view and shares some ideas, which are sometimes developed, eg 
‘powinno się jeść także owoce, (…) i wszystkie są zdrowe bo każde z nich zawieraja witaminy’. 
 
Range of Language – 3 
 
There is some variety of structure and vocabulary but many sentences are rather simple. In terms of 
vocabulary, the language is fairly simple and, therefore, not sufficient to be awarded marks in the 
higher band. There are attempts at longer sentences, but these are not always successful. 
 
Accuracy – 4 
 
The piece is generally accurate, with some errors in spelling (naprzykład, gotóje) and punctuation. 
However, they do not impede communication, and so a mark of 4 is awarded. 
 
Question 3(a) 
 
Content – 6 
 
The response to the task is rather limited. Some information is conveyed, but not enough to award a 
higher mark. Simple opinions are present, eg ‘Moje wakacje były świete’ and there is some 
development of basic ideas, eg ‘Moje wakacje były świete bardzo dobże się bawiłem poznałem także 
dużo nowych ludzi’.  
 
At the beginning, the student offers his opinion about the local tourist offices, eg ‘będą one bardzo 
pomocne ponieważ można zdobyć tam ważne informacje o podrużach i bardzo ciekawych miejscach 
do kturych można pojechać’. He then writes about whether he enjoyed his last holiday, what he 
usually brings back from holiday and says what his plans are for next summer. All of the above is not 
sufficiently justified and/or properly developed, and so a mark of 6 is awarded. 
 



Range of Language – 3 
 
There is some variety in vocabulary, but in general, the language is rather simple. There are attempts 
at using different time frames, ‘poznałem’, ‘bawiłem’, and more complex sentences but the mark 
awarded for Content has affected the number of marks that can be awarded for Range of Language. 
 
Accuracy – 3 
 
The response contains many spelling and punctuation errors but they do not impede communication.  
 
 
 
Total marks: 28/50 



 
 
Writing Assessment Criteria – Bengali/Modern Hebrew/Panjabi/Polish 

 

 Content Range of 
Language 

Accuracy Total 

Question 1 2 - - 2 

Question 2 14 5 5 24 

Question 3 14 5 5 24 

Total 30 10 10 50 

 
Question 1 - Content 
 

Marks Content 

0 No understandable words. 

1 1-2 words conveyed without ambiguity. 

2 3-4 words conveyed without ambiguity. 
 
For Question 2 and Question 3 the following criteria will be used 
 
Content 
 
Marks Criteria 

13-14 
Very Good 
Fully relevant and detailed response to the task.  Sound ability to convey information 
clearly, express and explain ideas and points of view.  Well organised structure. 

10-12 
Good 
Mostly relevant response to the task and shows ability to convey a lot of information 
clearly, express and explain ideas and points of view.  

7-9 
Sufficient 
Response to the task is generally relevant with quite a lot of information clearly 
communicated. Points of view are expressed and ideas are developed.   

4-6 
Limited 
Limited response to the task with some relevant information conveyed.  Simple 
opinions are expressed and there is some development of basic ideas. 

1-3 
Poor 
Very limited response to the task with little relevant information conveyed.  No real 
structure. 

0 The answer shows no relevance to the task set. 
A zero score will automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a whole. 

 



 
Range of Language 
 
Marks Criteria 

5 Wide variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures.  More complex sentences are 
handled with confidence and verb tenses are used successfully.  

4 Good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures used. More complex sentences 
are attempted and are often successful. 

3 Some variety of vocabulary and structures used, including attempts at longer sentences 
using appropriate linking words which are sometimes successful. 

2 Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the task and structures are mostly 
simple. 

1 Inappropriate vocabulary with little understanding of language structure. 

0 No language produced which is worthy of credit. 
 
Accuracy 
 
Marks Criteria 

5 Largely accurate, although there may still be some errors especially in attempts at 
more complex sentences. Verbs and tense formations are secure. 

4 Generally accurate with errors occurring in attempts at more complex sentences.  
Verb and tense formations are usually correct. 

3 More accurate than inaccurate.  Verb forms and tense formations are sometimes 
unsuccessful.  The intended meaning is clear. 

2 Many errors which often impede communication.  Verb forms are rarely accurate. 

1 Limited understanding of the most basic linguistic structures.  Frequent errors 
regularly impede communication. 

0 No language produced which is worthy of credit. 

 
 The mark awarded for Range of Language must not be more than one band higher than the 

mark awarded for Content.  (See table below). 

 The mark awarded for Accuracy must not be more than one band higher than the mark 
awarded for Content.  (See table below) 

 If a mark is awarded for Content, this will inevitably lead to the award of a mark for Range 
of Language and for Accuracy. 

 If a mark of zero is awarded for Content, this will automatically result in a zero score for 
Range of Language and for Accuracy.  

 
Content Mark Maximum Mark for each of 

Range of Language and Accuracy 
0 0 

1 – 3 1 – 2 
4 – 6 1 – 3 
7 – 9 1 – 4 

10 – 12 1 – 5 
13 – 14 1 – 5 
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